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Abstract. In this paper, a virtual cloud desktop system is built in the open source cloud platform. And a design project of virtual cloud desktop system based on OpenStack is proposed through the analysis of the overall scheme of the system. First, this paper made a detailed description for the framework of the overall design project of virtual cloud desktop system based on OpenStack and then we introduced the work flow of the virtual cloud desktop system and made a deep analysis for every function module in the process. Finally, this paper made a detailed analysis of the key technology of this system. The design project of virtual cloud desktop system proposed in this paper has great significance for the intelligent virtualization of the laboratory and an important reference value for the building of virtual cloud desktop system.

Introduction

With the rapid development of virtualization and cloud computing\cite{1}, the traditional laboratory was replaced by virtual cloud laboratory gradually\cite{2}. The server of traditional desktop virtualization technology is usually a cluster which is composed of the virtualization technology of server making use of multiple servers. And the server physical host with strong performance virtualized several virtual machine instances. Then, the cluster composed by these virtual machine instances is regarded as a virtual resources pool providing the service of virtualization of desktop or other services.

But, the virtual cloud desktop resources pool built in a traditional way has not realized the load balancing. Since OpenStack supports to build cloud platform, which itself is open and open-source, so OpenStack is a free software and open source project aiming at providing software for the construction and management of the public and the private cloud\cite{3,4}. The design and source code of the module is completely open, which contributes to the scalability of OpenStack and so developers can conveniently add new functions and modules to the original one\cite{5}.

In this paper, OpenStack platform is used as the desktop virtualization server for improving the framework of OpenStack. By doing this, the whole system would be more suitable to the desk virtualization system. At the same time, as the virtual desktop cloud server, it also offers the user the manager module for better control of the virtual desktop cloud system. Because the default scheduling module of OpenStack is based on random algorithms and there is no loading and scheduling for the dynamic of virtual cloud platform, so server of system also provides pre-scheduling modules for finishing the work. The whole virtual desktop delivery process of the user can be realized by all modules provided by the server.

The whole design project of virtual cloud desktop based on OpenStack

The architecture design of system

This paper aims to the design of the desktop virtualization and to build it by means of the open-source cloud computing infrastructure platforms of OpenStack. However, there are four levels on the
virtual cloud platform from the top to the bottom: the hardware layer, the virtual layer, the scheduling layer and the terminal access layer. The construction figure of cloud platform is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1 The layered architecture of cloud system](image)

However, OpenStack only provides the basic platform of cloud computing, that is IaaS. In this paper, on the one hand, the building of virtual desktop resource pool needs the Nova and Horizon project of OpenStack. On the other hand, the Nova module and Horizon module should be managed through the other modules designed by this system. And to provide friendlier virtual desktop delivery process for the user[6]. OpenStack has provided many ready-made tools or called modules for servers for realizing the desktop virtualization. For example, in this paper, Computer (Nova) and image Management (Glance) these two project modules and other necessary modules of OpenStack have been used in the construction of desktop virtualization. These modules are mainly the service framework of OpenStack.

**The design of system module**

In this paper, first, OpenStack platform is used for building a reliable IaaS platform on the basis of an operational system Ubuntu Server. The modules of OpenStack chosen by developmental platform proposed in this paper conclude: OpenStack Compute (Nova), OpenStack, Object Storage (Swift), OpenStack Image Service (Glance), Identity (KeyStone) and DashBoard (Horizon)[7]. Nova is used for the management of the lifecycle of virtual cloud terminal instance in OpenStack environment and its responsibilities include the building of virtual desktop, scheduling and destruction, etc. Swift provides an object storage system of high availability and scalability. Glance is a virtual mirror image storage, query and retrieval system. Keystone is responsible for the functions of authentication, service rule and service permission token. Horizon provides a convenient web management interface.

The development of virtual cloud desktop is mainly divided into three modules: the module of load monitoring, the module of virtual desktop scheduling, the module of resource management. And the three module of system are realized through four parts:

1) Virtual desktop manager. It managers the virtual desktop of the user. When users log into the system and are authenticated, they can operate their own virtual desktop. When users log into the system through a virtual desktop client, they can see all the virtual desktop that they have and then they can operate their own virtual desktop. Such as restart, delete, pause and resume operations, etc.

2) User manager. The main function of user manager is to manager all the users in the whole virtual desktop cloud system, which provides services of login and register for the users. The users can...
get the permission through this manager when they log in and if users want to interact directly with OpenStack cluster later, they can be authenticated through the permission that was gained just.

3) The pre-scheduler. Because there are a lot of computing nodes in OpenStack cluster and if scheduling through the Nova-schedule module provided by OpenStack, the time of getting the result of scheduling would be long when the requests and loading are excessive. However, the pre-scheduler collect the loading condition of every OpenStack cluster managed by managers and is responsible for updating the list of load-magnitude. So, when there is a new request, it can be dispatched into a smaller OpenStack cluster quickly by the pre-scheduler.

4) Call agent. The agent module is the bridge of the desktop cloud manager interacting with the outside world [8]. The user of virtual desktop can be linked to the manager. At the same time, the manager can manage every OpenStack and initiate API call through this call agent[9,10] , In addition, there is another function of this call agent. It can send the call information to every OpenStack cluster at intervals for confirming whether the OpenStack cluster is being managed. The reply of OpenStack cluster to the call information is the message queue of the cluster, computing nodes, management node and the usage of CPU, etc. All these information is sent to the pre-scheduling module for using. The basic flow diagram of virtual cloud desktop system is shown in Fig. 2.

![Fig. 2 The basic flow diagram of virtual cloud desktop system](image)

The work flow of virtual cloud desk based on OpenStack technology

The system mainly researches on resource scheduling of virtual cloud platform including initialization assign of virtual machine and the resource scheduling at the time of dynamic migration and the destruction of virtual cloud desktop. And it also manages the resource’s life cycle of virtual cloud desktop. The scenario of scheduling system platform of virtual cloud desktop shows in Fig. 3.
1) The request of administrator: the administrator initiates the requests of checking equipment and managing equipment through logging in the web interface.

2) The management of resource status: administrator by means of identity feature requests to check the business (the resource status of virtual machine or physical machine), and submits requests the data center. Then the data center schedules resource monitoring module and performs the dynamic migration operation. Apart from the manual call of the administrator, resource status monitoring module can also be performed at intervals. The operation of resources status monitoring can also be performed automatically in the background, which would leads to automatic triggering and automatic migration. Administrator also can create virtual cloud desktop through this system.

3) Feedback: the resources status module feedback the current resource information to the data center in real time.

4) Log information: after the dynamic migration of virtual machine, the relevant migrant records will be fed back to the log information of database.

For the above scenarios, the virtual cloud desktop platform based on OpenStack designed and realized in this paper are capable of managing the system of data center uniformly and can change the creation and dynamic migration of virtual cloud desktop through the dynamic scheduling migration of virtual machine.

The analysis of key technologies

Virtual cloud desktop system based on OpenStack can generate a virtual desktop instance through three strategies:

1) A virtual desktop instance is generated in advance by using pre-loading strategy. But there are two problems of this strategy: First, the problem of choosing the time node. Second, the conflicts of IP address.

2) A virtual desktop instance is generated by using the Snapshot strategy. But there are two problems of this strategy: First, time of looking for file by snapshot is too long, and it will
decrease the performance of virtual machine. Second, to restore the virtual desktop will cause the waste of original image network resources.

3) Use of mixed strategy, which is the combination of pre-loading and restored snapshot.

The cloud environment not only provides experimental environment for teaching, but also cloud servers for teachers. If the virtual desktop snapshot using by all teaching and learning environment is created in advance, it will cause unnecessary consumption of resources. So, the creation of snapshot and the restore of snapshot can be completed before the start time $t_1$ of this course. After the completion of use, the virtual desktop instances based on snapshot will be destructed in order to release system resources maximum.

![Fig. 4 The timeline of mixed optimized strategy of virtual desktop](image)

Therefore, this project proposed virtual desktop scheduling techniques based on pre-loading and the restore of snapshots by combining pre-loading with the snapshot restore strategy. Just as showed in Fig. 4, selecting the appropriate pre-loading time automatically before time $t_1$ and creating bulk experimental teaching virtual desktop environment by restoring the snapshot, which is needed by time $t_1$ and not influencing the normal teaching task. it can create virtual desktop environment and can lower the loading of cloud environment in a great degree.

System uses hybrid cross-scheduling strategy and strategy will have different effects when the operational number of scheduling is different. The scheduling strategy will be optimized when the operational number is 30. Compared with the two former strategies, cross- scheduling has the obvious convergence effect on the scheduling number of virtual task resource and the optimal path.

Conclusions

The system build the operational resource pool of virtual cloud platform through a lot of OpenStack clusters then manage these OpenStack clusters by virtual cloud desktop management. And the pre-scheduling module is added in OpenStack clusters. This platform can effectively consolidate server resources and provide resource service of virtual cloud platform for users on campus, so that the application system can get the independent running environment. Although the application of OpenStack in virtual cloud is still at an early stage, with the development of technology and declining costs, OpenStack technology will be fully applied in the virtual cloud scheduling in the near future. The key technology discussed in this paper is a matter of scheduling strategy that must be faced with. How to design a practical scheduling algorithm and establish an effective virtual cloud management platform is our next focus of study.
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